
I would like to respond to the questions addressed in the second Request For 
Comments to NOI-0001-2014 as follows:

It is important to be reminded why we are discussing Distributed Generation.  “The 
growth of greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere is causing climate change.”  
Greenhouse gas emission levels can be greatly reduced by changing electric power 
generation facilities to clean renewable systems as soon as possible.  Distributed 
Generation is the vehicle to making the transition to clean renewable power.

Feed-in tariffs and net metering allow for a quicker transition to renewable 
energy.  Both systems of payment provide financial incentive that encourages local 
investment in Distributed Generation and wind and solar power.  The current 
system of using Avoided Costs discourages growth of clean power and Distributed 
Generation. 

Since the Board has jurisdiction over all utilities and since some utilities have
implemented net metering, the public can assume the IUB has jurisdiction over all 
utilities and can require all utilities to implement net metering.  The IUB should 
exercise the net metering rule with all electric utilities. 
 

Net Metering does result in cross subsidization of the DG customers by non-
DG customers.  It is important to encourage the DG process.  The cost needs to be 
shared by DG and non-DG customers alike.  Allowing Virtual Net Metering provides 
the opportunity for all customers to become DG customers.  There is also the view 
that cross subsidization may not exist due to a great possibility that Distributed 
Generation will provide lower cost power to everyone when the infrastructure has 
been significantly changed to DG.

Net metering provides a benefit to the non-DG customer because net 
metering promotes Distributed Generation using clean power and solar installations
provide power at high demand times.  All customers can participate in net metering 
through the implementation of Virtual Net Metering. 

The more people learn about the advantages of Net Metering and DG to all 
customers, the larger the environmental benefit, long term savings (to all 
customers) and economic opportunity.

The advantage of the current Net metering rules has been to provide 

the initial development of Distributed Generation.  The disadvantage of the 
current net metering rules is it does not allow Virtual Net Metering.  
Customers want to enjoy the benefits of net metering at non-owned sites.  Virtual 
Net Metering allows communities and neighborhoods to build Distributed 
Generation facilities in a group setting.  This allows for better customer pricing from 
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the suppliers of equipment and the utility.  The rules need to be changed to allow 
and encourage virtual net metering.

The Obama Administration has identified Safety benefits of 
how renewable energy saves multi-billions in health care and 
Billions more in weather related emergency service costs.  
Reliability of Distributed Generation installations improves 
daily in the energy reducing cost an increasing capacity of 
energy storage.  In certain markets more energy storage is 
purchased without subsidization than with.

The correct price for interconnection should be zero or only enough to cover 
administration by the utility.  Most utilities in Iowa are already receiving amounts 
ample to cover that cost.

Distribution or transmission system upgrade cost should be born by
all utility customers because it is the cost of the process to transfer to clean energy.  
Shutting down existing Central Generating systems and building a grid system that 
supports Distributed Generating will be an expense but is necessary to eliminate 
carbon emitting systems and an investment in clean energy systems.  Utilities are 
not capable of funding those changes and will need to pass the costs to all its 
customers.  

All customers will benefit from the transition to Distributed Generation 
through eventual price and CO2 emission reductions.  Distributed Generation 
systems will offer lower electricity costs because those systems do not require coal 
or gas constant feeding at growing cost.
 

Systems can be designed to provide adequate protection for 
distribution assets to meet the evolving need of the Distributed Generation 
systems.  When the decision is made to proceed with needed growth of Distributed 
Generation systems, utilities and developers will address installation problems.

In regard to the Board revising its interconnection rules it should 
absolutely not revert to a lesser program overseen by FERC.  The IUB should step up 
it’s involvement of REC and municipal oversight and implement Net Metering 
requirements to all utility companies operating in the state of Iowa.  This fact is 
backed by both the Iowa House of Representatives, the Iowa Senate and the 
Governor.  A ruling soon to be handed down by the Iowa Supreme Court will also 
provide unequivocal multi-lateral government support of DG, which is accurately 
represented by the overwhelming public support of renewables and DG’s in the state
of Iowa.



The Board should require any customer installing DG with a view toward selling 

excess generation to the utility to commit to remaining interconnected 
for a specific period of time, to maintain the DG system in good working 
order for that entire time period, and to either obtain a similar commitment from 
any subsequent purchaser of the property or to remain responsible for the 
commitment for that entire period of time.  This is necessary to maintain a 
dependable distribution system.
 

I am a customer that has installed Distributed Generation several 
times.  The installation process can be simpler as the demand for DG increases and 
utilities encourage the development of DG.  Currently the process is not well 
understood by customers and discouraged by utilities.  

Interconnection process timeline takes much longer to implement than 
necessary due to many utility companies not prioritizing applications.

The Board has jurisdiction over coop’s and municipal utilities and should 
extend the terms and requirements of Net Metering to these entities.  Many of these 
utilities claim they do not allow DG on their systems (FERC already requires them by
law to allow interconnection) and get away with it because the customer often 
doesn’t know any better, or doesn’t want the fight.  Accountability would 
immediately be improved if there were one governing law and body in Iowa. 

There a need to educate customers about DG issues such as 
economics, tax incentives, utility requirements, reputable installers, and similar 
considerations.  Utilities and installers should cooperate to provide the necessary
information.

The board should develop a checklist to assist customers to understand the 
process.  The checklist could contain the amount of energy used and rate paid 
during the past 12 months, recommended number of panels, panel layout, site 
preparation and condition of the roof if a roof mount, estimated cost of the system 
and cost per watt of recommended capacity, equipment manufacturer and warranty, 
comparison of inverter systems, estimated interconnect cost, annual insurance, 
taxes and upkeep cost, estimated rebate and tax credits and estimated payback 
period.  This process could be better understood if the customers were participating 
in a community solar project through a Virtual Net Metering arrangement. 
 

In my opinion DG owners should provide local fire officials with information
regarding their solar installations.



I am unaware of any “consumer complaints” pertaining to DG’s.  The Iowa Utilities 
Board should have jurisdiction for resolving any that should arise in time.

Yes supplier/distributors should be required to be certified.  Iowa based 
community and technical colleges should be empowered to administer 
certifications.  The Iowa Utilities Board should maintain the list.

 Iowa should have a policy goal to increase and diversify alternate 
energy   production.   It is common knowledge that there is a need to change 
to clean and renewable sources of energy.  If Iowa establishes progressive policy 
goals on renewable energy planning it will attract youth, progressive people and 
companies and financial capital.  Facilities could be solar and wind Central 
Generating facilities and Distributed Generating facilities.  The main objective is to 
transfer to clean energy.  Utilities will not build alternative energy facilities unless 
forced to do so through competition.  The competition can come from individual 
building site DG or community wide DG sites utilizing virtual net metering and feed-
in tariffs.  The advantage of using locally owned individual or community DG sites is 
the awareness of the value of energy within the community.  There is a much greater
awareness of the need to conserve energy and continue to build DG in areas where 
solar or wind power has become locally owned.  Decorah is a good example of 
community awareness.  Local investors are more willing to pay for the transition to 
clean renewable energy and grid changes in a Distributed Generation environment 
because they are closer to the DG activity.

There are no current incentives for utilities to promote DG.   The 

current incentives for customers to own DG are federal and state tax 
incentives that will pay up to 48% of solar project cost in Iowa.  REAP grants are also
available to farmers and small rural businesses for up to 25% of the project costs.  
These incentives combined with net metering provide a system payback of 10 years 
or less. 

I am not qualified to comment on utilities including distributed 
generation in their research planning.    

I am not qualified to comment on the rate of DG adoption currently 
experienced by each utility.


